April 6, 2005
CINCINNATI POLICE LATERNS (oil)
Little is known about Cincinnati Police Lanterns. As I have found many
police departments evolved at the same time. Police Equipment was
purchased by all police agencies including firearms, batons and last but not
least lanterns.
An Internet search on police lanterns. I found a little information at
http://www.frpd.org/history.htm . This is the site for the Fall River,
Massachusetts Police Department.
Fall River did not establish a night watch until fortythree years after its incorporation. At a town meeting
held April 13, 1835, it was voted to "authorize an
application of the Justice of the Peace to the
Selectmen of said town to appoint or establish a night
watch or street watch in said town." In May 1839, a
committee recommended that a night watch "be
established according to law" but no action was taken
until the year after the fire, when six men were
appointed in July 1844. Previous to this, the old town
reports reveal that payments were made to
Constables, health officers, and town prosecutors.
The first Chief Constable was paid $1.50 a day. The
first night watch had quarters in rented rooms. The
total expense from July to the next annual town
meeting amounted to $965.20. Lanterns cost $5.95
and rattles $6.38.
From the documentation of Fall River it is safe to
assume that The Cincinnati Police used similar
lanterns at the same time period. I have found no
documentation indicating when battery powered
flashlights were first used by police.
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This author has located two styles of Cincinnati Police Lanterns.
The first style was meant to be carried by hand and the second type was
meant to be carried on the officer’s gun belt.
The taller of the two in the photo is what I refer to as the first style that was
meant to be carried by the officer.
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The first style lantern has a sliding piece of metal that would block the light
from the lens and actually “turn off the light” until the metal piece was
moved to permit the light to be shown through the lens. There is what
appears to be an inventory or serial number stamped on this sliding piece of
metal. The number 140 is at the bottom of the stamped in Cinti Police Dept
identification.
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The second style was meant to be carried on the officer’s gun belt. The
number 48 is stamped in above the Cin Po Dpt on the top of the lantern.
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Both lanterns showing the height of each.
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A side view of the later style lantern (on the left) again comparing height
with ruler between the two lanterns.
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Fuel container and wick from the early lantern. This container is essentially
unscrewed from the lantern base.
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The second style lantern showing the inside where the fuel container sits.
The fuel container can be lifted out.
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A small bit of information was found at
http://www.kidsnyc.com/firemantour.php and is shown below

Prowlers/Rattle Watch
Rattle watches were formed after Peter Stuyvesant created the first Fire
Ordinance. Four fire wardens were first appointed, 2 English and two
Dutchmen. The Prowlers were NYC's first firemen/police (watchmen
roamed NYC till 1844). Holding green lanterns and hourglasses, eight men
watched for trouble from dusk till dawn in 1657. 10 codes were cranked
from large rattles (similar to New Year noisemakers). Shortly afterwards the
Prowlers were increased to 50 firemen. In 1697 a few years after the English
took over NYC, the Night Watch started with 4 men with bells, who
announced the time and weather besides searching for fires.
Tangents: N.Y.P.D. eight-point hat; Rattle Watchman; Roman precinct
system; Adrian Geyser; Peter Stuyvesant; Bucket brigades; Martin Krieger,
Adrian Geyser, Thomas Hall and George Woolsey
I did an Internet search and found a site named lanteren.com . I sent an
email with photos of the Cincinnati lanterns. This is the response I received.
Dear Pat,
The "slide knob" blinder style of police flash lights were introduced by
Dietz in the 1870's, and produced until around 1886 when they were
"modernized" with a thumb wheel operated blinder, (see attachement.)
Dietz ceased production of their police flashlights around 1931; however,
other manufacturers may have continued production into the early 1940's.
Here is a link for the April 13, 1886 patent used by Dietz for the "thumb
wheel" version police lantern: 339846
If your browser does not retrieve the images from the U.S. Patent Office
files properly, go to http://www.alternatiff.com/install/ for a plug-in that
will solve the problem.
Best Regards,
Woody Kirkman
www.lanternnet.com
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1888 CINCINNATI POLICE INVENTORY - 160 LANTERNS, NO
INDICATION OF MAKER.
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In the middle 1970’s many police articles were sold by company named
Jacques Noel Jacobsen, Jr. Collectors Antiquities, Staten Island, New York.
A search of their catalogues produced one lantern that had been advertised
for sale.

The email from Woody Kirkman, lanterns.net, sums it up pretty well. The
Cincinnati Police Lanterns with the "slide knob" blinder style were made
from the 1870's, and produced until around 1886. The only mystery that is
left may be—How long did the Cincinnati Police use the lanterns?
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